C H A P T E R I
The Mahâyâna and the Middle Period in Indian Buddhism
Through a Chinese Looking-Glass
In spite of the fact that according to most periodizations, and in most current handbooks, the Middle Period of Indian Buddhism is presented as the period of the MahOEyOEna, it is becoming increasingly obvious that there is little evidence to support this. Certainly this period-from the beginning of the Common Era to the ¤fth/sixth centuries-saw the production of a substantial body of MahOEyOEna sètras, but this production can no longer be viewed in isolation. The Middle Period in India saw a very great deal more as well, and the bulk of this has no demonstrable connection with the MahOEyOEna. As we look for the reasons that this other material has been ignored or marginalized and try to explain how the MahOEyOEna may have been assigned a place in the history of Indian Buddhism that it does not deserve, at least one thing is becoming clearer: the history of the MahOEyOEna in China may well have been the single most powerful determining force in how the history of the MahOEyOEna in India was perceived and reconstructed.
Seen from almost any point of view, things Chinese have played a surprisingly large part in the study of Indian Buddhism. Chinese translations of Buddhist texts have, for example, often been used-rightly or wrongly-to [2] * establish chronological relationships among Indian texts, and the date of a translation, when determinable, at least allows us to know that some version of the Indian text had already been in existence for some indeterminable amount of time. There are, of course, important cases where the information so derived appears to be of little consequence, and one thinks here above all else of the various vinayas; all but one of the vinayas preserved in Chinese were translated in the early ¤fth century, but most scholars have wanted to say that the Indian "originals" had been composed centuries before. If these scholars are correct, it is not at all clear what the dates of the Chinese translations really tell us. Instances of this sort should give us pause for thought.
Chinese translations have also been used-less successfully, I think-to try to track what have been seen as developments within a given Indian text. The nature and number of assumptions and methodological problems involved in such a use have not, however, always or ever been fully faced, and it is not impossible that some-if not a great deal-of what has been said on the basis of Chinese translations about the history of an Indian text has more to do with the history of Chinese translation techniques and Chinese religious or cultural predilections than with the history of the Indian text itself.
The role of Chinese translations in the histories of Indian Buddhist literature is, of course, well known. Less well known perhaps is the impact of Chinese sources on other aspects of the study of Buddhism in India: the study of the historical geography of India and the archaeology of Buddhist India were both virtually founded on the basis of Chinese sources. Without Fa-hsien and Hsüan-tsang it is hard to imagine where either of these disciplines would be today. Without access to the Chinese "travel" literature, Alexander Cunningham, who put both disciplines on their ¤rst footing, would surely not have accomplished what he did, and many major Buddhist sites would almost certainly have remained unidenti¤ed. Fa-hsien and Hsüan-tsang provided him with the basic maps. 1 In these and other ways Chinese sources have made foundational, and largely positive, contributions to the study of Indian Buddhism. But there are [3] other cases where they have proved less useful, where knowledge of things Chinese may have been more of an obstacle than an aid to understanding the historical situation in India. It is, for example, virtually certain that early and repeated assertions that an emphasis on ¤lial piety was peculiar to Chinese Buddhism-that it was, in fact, one of the "transformations" of Buddhism in China-seriously retarded the recognition of the importance of ¤lial piety in Buddhist India. 2 It is almost equally certain that the documented importance of AmitOEbha and SukhOEvat´ in China has led to a good deal of fruitless effort directed toward ¤nding an organized "Pure Land" Buddhism in India. 3 But beyond speci¤cs of this sort lurk some far broader and perhaps even more general concerns. It has often been unthinkingly assumed that developments in China kept pace with and, with some lead time, chronologically paralleled developments in India-that is, that the two somehow developed in tandem. There were at least two effects of this kind of assumption: (1) very little attention has been paid to chronologically disarticulated developments in the two spheres, and (2) there has been little willingness to concede even the possibility that certain developments in Buddhist forms and institutions may have occurred ¤rst in China, perhaps centuries before something similar occurred in India. Let me ¤rst cite an example that might illustrate something of both.
There seems to be little doubt that the Perfection of Wisdom literature-the A·_asOEhasrikOE, the Pa-caviμ §atisOEhasrikOE, etc.-was in China, as Professor Zürcher says, "of paramount importance" in the late third and early fourth centuries, when Buddhism "began to penetrate into the life and thought of the cultured upper classes." 4 An Indianist must be struck by several things here. The ¤rst, of course, is that there is virtually no evidence that this literature, and particularly the A·_asOEhasrikOE, ever penetrated "into the life and thought of the cultured upper classes" in India, let alone that it did so in the third and fourth centuries. The cultured upper classes in India, in fact, seem to have seen Buddhist monks and nuns largely as buffoons, their stock [4] character in classical Indian literature and drama. 5 Moreover, the rare Buddhist authors who could write classical kOEvya or poetry-A §vagho·a, îrya §èra-show little awareness and no particular in ¶uence of texts like the A·_asOEhasrikOE. Even in Indian §OEstric works, where one might expect it, Perfection of Wisdom texts are rarely cited. Candrak´rti in his PrasannapadOE, for example, cites the A·_asOEhasrikOE only four times, but the SamOEdhirOEja-sètra more than twenty; in his êik·OEsamuccaya êOEntideva cites the A·_asOEhasrikOE only twice, but the SamOEdhirOEjasètra, again, almost twenty times. The insigni¤cance of the A·_asOEhasrikOE and related texts in India until rather late may also be re ¶ected in the Central Asian manuscript collections. Although Perfection of Wisdom texts are not themselves overly common in these collections, when they do occur they are overwhelmingly, if not all, fragments from so-called "Larger" Perfection of Wisdoms-that in 18,000, 25,000, or 100,000 lines. The same holds true for the Gilgit manuscripts. 6 This is not to say that there is no evidence for the "popularity" of the Perfection of Wisdom and the A·_asOEhasrikOE in India. There is such evidence, but it does not come from the third or fourth centuries, but rather from the POEla Period, and predominantly from the Late POEla Period-that is to say, from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Then, and only then, do we have any evidence that this literature was even known outside a tiny circle of Buddhist scholastics. At SOErnOEth, for example, we have an eleventh-century inscription that records the fact that a "most excellent laysister who was a follower of the MahOEyOEna" had had the A·_asOEhasrikOE copied and had made a gift to ensure "the recitation of the A·_asOEhasrikOEpraj-OE for as long a time as the moon, the sun and the earth will endure." 7 At NOElandOE too there is an eleventhcentury inscription that records the religious activity of a prominent monk, probably an "Abbot." This monk's teacher is described as having "in his heart . . . 'the [5] Mother of the Buddhas' in eight thousand (verses)," and the monk himself is said to have made what appears to have been a revolving bookcase "by means of which the Mother of the Buddhas revolved continually in the great temple of the Holy Khasarppaöa (Avalokite §vara)." 8 To these epigraphical records testifying to the importance of the Perfection of Wisdom in POEla Period Northeast India can be added the colophons of more than a dozen palm-leaf manuscripts, which prove that the act of the "excellent lay-sister" at SOErnOEth was by no means an isolated instance. These manuscripts were copied at several major monasteries in Bengal and Bihar-at NOElandOE certainly, at Vikrama §´la, and possibly at Kurkihar. These manuscripts were the "religious gifts" (deyadharma) of a signi¤cant number of MahOEyOEna lay sisters and brothers and some MahOEyOEna monks. 9 They were copied-exactly as the content of the text would suggest-as an act of merit, and the resulting merit was assigned or "transferred" with exactly the same donative formulae used in the earliest MahOEyOEna inscriptions, which date to the ¤fth century. Many of these manuscripts, moreover, had functioned as objects of worship: their covering boards or ¤rst leaves were often heavily stained and encrusted from continuous daubing with unguents and aromatic powders.
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All of this, in short, testi¤es to the kind of book cult that, for example, the A·_asOEhasrikOE itself describes and that one might therefore have expected at the time of its composition at, perhaps, the beginning of the Common Era. But this evidence is almost a thousand years later than it should be, and before this there is no actual evidence outside of literary sources for what the text describes.
There appear to be at least two points here worth pondering. First, it would appear that the date of composition of a text need not have any direct connection with the period, or periods, of its religious or cultural signi¤cance: [6] ideas and practices in a text may only have been actualized centuries after that text was composed. Second, the apparent periods of popularity of the Perfection of Wisdom in India and China are radically unaligned and its popularity in each is of a very different kind: the Indian situation, it would appear, need not have any predictive value for the Chinese, nor the Chinese for the Indian.
This example of the Perfection of Wisdom may appear extreme, but the case of the vinayas already cited may be very like it. If, again, the vinayas are as old as most scholars would have them be, then fully ordered monasticism in India and China are separated once more by almost a thousand years. There is as well other material concerning the Perfection of Wisdom that points to a signi¤cant-if not quite so radical-nonalignment between situations in India and China.
If we want to look more synchronically at the situation of the A·_asOEhasrikOE or the Perfection of Wisdom "school" in third-century China and in third-century India, the ¤rst thing that becomes obvious is that our sources are, to be sure, more than a little uneven. For China we may refer again to the material so carefully studied by Professor Zürcher and repeat his remarks about the "paramount importance" of the A·_asOEhasrikOE and the Perfection of Wisdom in what he calls, "not without hesitation," the "gentry Buddhism" of the period in China. For India we have nothing like the richness of his sources, but we do have an important historical source probably from this same period that has been oddly overlooked, a source that, while not directly linkable to the A·_asOEhasrikOE, appears to have been authored by the major scholastic that Buddhist traditions want to associate with Perfection of Wisdom literature.
Probably most of the scholars who are supposed to know about such things agree that the RatnOEval´ is an authentic work of NOEgOErjuna and that NOEgOErjuna probably lived in the second or third century c.e.
11 If both things are true, the RatnOEval´is of interest not just to students of Buddhist philosophy, [7] but is also an important document for the historian of the MahOEyOEna since it presents what it explicitly labels as a "contemporary" characterization of the movement. Chapter IV in fact devotes a good deal of space to the MahOEyOEna and in several verses describes what appears to have been the general response to it. In one verse, however, the author uses a small but signi¤cant word that may chronologically anchor the entire account. The word is adya-"now," "today" (IV.79). Again, if NOEgOErjuna is the author of the RatnOEval´ and if he lived in the second or third century, then the "now" obviously refers to this same period. So although we still cannot geographically situate the account and although we still do not know if it refers to the MahOEyOEna as a whole or only to the MahOEyOEna in a certain area, we can for now at least locate it in time: it refers to the MahOEyOEna in the second or third century, or to the MahOEyOEna at least one century-and perhaps more-after the ¤rst MahOEyOEna sètras were written.
Although the RatnOEval´ is describing the MahOEyOEna after it had had a century or more to develop and take shape, there is no indication in the text that this MahOEyOEna had even yet successfully effected anything like what Stcherbatsky called the "radical revolution [that] had transformed the Buddhist Church." 12 In fact the MahOEyOEna as it emerges in the RatnOEval´-a text presumably written by a strong proponent of the movement-appears above all as an object of ridicule, scorn, and abuse (nindati, durbhOE·ita, etc.). 13 Even in the hands of one of its most clever advocates it does not appear as an independent, self-con¤dent movement sweeping all before it as, again, Stcherbatsky's in ¶uential scenario might suggest. But rather-and as late as the second or third century-it appears as an embattled movement struggling for acceptance. It appears to have found itself in an awkward spot on several issues. NOEgOErjuna, for example, wants the MahOEyOEna to be "the word of the Buddha": "The bene¤t of others and oneself, and the goal of release, are in brief the teaching of the Buddha (buddha §OEsana). They are at the heart of the six perfections. Therefore this is the word of the Buddha" (te ·a_pOEramitOEgarbhOEs / tasmOEd bauddham idaμ vacaú / IV.82). [8] But a few verses later he is forced to admit that "the goal of being established in the practice which leads to awakening is not declared in the sètra" (bodhicaryOEprati·_hOErthaμ na sètre bhOE·itaμ vacaú / IV.93).
To judge again by NOEgOErjuna's "defense," the MahOEyOEna had troubles not just in regard to its authenticity or not just in regard to its doctrine of emptiness. Its concep-tion of the Buddha-what, signi¤cantly, NOEgOErjuna several times calls its BuddhamOEhOEtmya-also appears to have been far from having carried the day in the second or third century. At least NOEgOErjuna was still arguing for its acceptance: "From the inconceivability of his merit, like the sky, the Jina is declared to have inconceivable good qualities. As a consequence the conception of the Buddha (buddhamOEhOEtmya) in the MahOEyOEna must be accepted!" (IV.84). But immediately following this verse asserting that the MahOEyOEna conception of the Buddha must be accepted comes another that seems to tacitly admit that it was not: "Even in morality alone he [the Buddha] was beyond the range of even êOEriputra. Why then is the conception of the Buddha as inconceivable not accepted?" (yasmOEt tad buddhamOEhOEtmyam acintyaμ kim na m¨·yate / IV.85).
The tacit admission here of the rejection of the MahOEyOEna is perhaps the one unifying theme of the entire discussion in Chapter IV of the RatnOEval´, and although NOEgOErjuna-or whoever wrote the text-does occasionally muster arguments in response to the perceived rejection, the response is most commonly characterized not by the skill of the dialectician, but rather by the heavy-handed rhetoric typical of marginalized sectarian preachers. Typically the MahOEyOEna is extolled without argument, and then some very unkind things are said about those who are not convinced. Verse 79 is a good example of such rhetoric: "Because of its extreme generosity and profound depth the MahOEyOEna is now (adya) ridiculed by the low-spirited and unprepared. From stupidity (it is ridiculed) by those hostile to both themselves and others" (IV.79).
Again this sort of rhetoric runs like a refrain throughout the discussion. Not only are those who ridicule the MahOEyOEna stupid and ill prepared, but they [9] are also "deluded" and "hostile" (vs. 67); they have no understanding of good qualities or actually despise them (vss. 68, 69); they have no sense (vs. 78); and they are "ignorant and blind" (vs. 83). This sort of rhetoric and name calling is generally not associated with a strong, self-assured, established movement with broad support and wide acceptance. But we need not rely on general considerations of this kind to conclude that the MahOEyOEna was in the second or third century a long way from having achieved any signi¤cant acceptance in NOEgOErjuna's India. Our author-again, himself a proponent of the system or movement he is characterizing-repeatedly and explicitly declares that there is "opposition," "aversion," or "repugnance" (pratigha) to the MahOEyOEna (vs. 97); it is the object of "ridicule" or "scorn" (vss. 67, 68, 69, 78, 79); it is despised (vss. 70, 89), verbally abused (vs. 80), not tolerated (vs. 85), and not accepted (vss. 85, 87). Its position would seem to be clear.
In addition to those we have already seen, NOEgOErjuna makes use of other rhetorical devices from the tool chest of the embattled sectarian preacher. One who despises the MahOEyOEna is warned that he "is thereby destroyed" (vs. 70), while one who has faith in the MahOEyOEna (mahOEyOEnaprasOEdena) and who practices it is promised the eventual attainment of awakening (anuttarOE bodhiú), and-in the meantime-"all comforts or happiness" (sarvasaukhya, vs. 98). There are as well-as there are in MahOEyOEna sètra literature-several exhortations to have faith in the MahOEyOEna (e.g., prasOEda § cOEdhikaú kOEryaú, vs. 97). But the real weakness of the position of the MahOEyOEna is perhaps most strikingly evident in a series of verses where our author gives up any attempt to argue for the acceptance of the MahOEyOEna, and-playing off the old Buddhist ideal of upek·OE-argues instead that it should at least be tolerated:
Since it is indeed not easy to understand what is declared with intention by the TathOEgata, when one vehicle and three vehicles are declared, one should be careful by remaining impartial (OEtmOE rak·ya upek·ayOE /).
There is indeed no demerit through remaining impartial (upek·ayOE hi nOEpuöyaμ). But from despising there is evil-how could that be good? As a consequence, for those who value themselves despising the MahOEyOEna is inappropriate. (vss. 88-89) This has the smell of a retreat. There are, of course, some problems here. Sectarian rhetoric-especially in isolation-is dif¤cult to assess. What the observer sees as rhetoric the insider may see as self-evident and hold as [10] conviction. But the fact probably remains that calling those who do not share your conviction "stupid" occurs largely in the face of a rejection that itself threatens that conviction and re ¶ects a certain desperation. More self-con¤dent movements are by de¤nition more assured of their means of persuasion and do not commonly indulge in this sort of thing.
Sociologists, however, who have studied sectarian groups in a variety of contexts have shown that this sort of characterization is typical of small, embattled groups on the fringes or margins of dominant, established parent groups.
14 Moreover, the kind of rhetoric we ¤nd in the RatnOEval´ is by no means unique-MahOEyOEna literature is saturated with it. There those who do not accept the MahOEyOEna are said to be not only "stupid," but also defective, of bad karma and evil, or even possessed by MOEra.
15 Further, while we cannot be sure that those who did not accept the MahOEyOEna were "stupid," we can be reasonably sure that such people existed at the time of our author-and in large numbers. Even the logic of the rhetoric would suggest that it would be self-defeating-if not itself "stupid"-for a proponent of a movement to repeatedly claim that that movement was an object of ridicule if it were not true; it would get him nowhere and in fact would undercut any argument he might make on that basis. The statements in the RatnOEval´, indeed, presuppose that it was widely known by its intended audience-almost certainly literate and learned monks and perhaps the king to whom it was supposedly addressed-that the MahOEyOEna was not taken seriously and was in general an object of scorn. Again, the force of our author's arguments would seem to rest on this being fact.
There is also the problem of our author. Scholarly consensus, as we have noted, ascribes the RatnOEval´ to the NOEgOErjuna who also authored the Mèlamadhya-makakOErikOEs and places this NOEgOErjuna in the second or third century c.e. Thisagain as we have noted-would also place the MahOEyOEna described in the RatnOEvalí n the second or third century and would mean that this MahOEyOEna had still not achieved any signi¤cant acceptance at least one and probably two centuries after it was supposed [11] to have appeared and was still an object of ridicule and scorn among learned and literate monks. But scholarly consensus, of course, has often had to be revised, and in this case too that may occur. However, it seems very, very unlikely that should the RatnOEval´ be shown not to be by the author of the KOErikOEs, it will then be shown to have been composed by an author that preceded him. In other words, while it is not impossible that the RatnOEval´ might eventually be shown not to belong to the second or third century, it is extremely unlikely that it will ever be assigned to a period earlier than that. Any revision of its chronological position will almost certainly be upward, and that in turn means that the MahOEyOEna it is describing too will have to be placed even after the third century.
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The contrast between the situation of the MahOEyOEna and the Perfection of Wisdom "school" in China in the third century which Professor Zürcher has reconstructed, and the situation of the MahOEyOEna in third-century India, which is inadvertently described in the RatnOEval´, could hardly be greater. In China in the third century the MahOEyOEna was of "paramount importance," well [12] situated among the ecclesiastical and social elite, well on its way-if not already-mainstream. In India it is, during the same period, embattled, ridiculed, scorned by learned monks and the social elite-bear in mind that the RatnOEval´ was supposed to have been addressed to a king-and at best marginal. These are historical situations that surely are not signi¤cantly parallel; they are almost the inverse of one another. Moreover, evidence that would suggest that the RatnOEval´ presents something like an accurate picture of the historical situation of the early MahOEyOEna in India has been around for a long time, but it has been all but assiduously avoided. One reason for this-indeed one ironical obstacle to admitting this material into the discussion-has probably been the uncomfortable implications that it carries for two concerned groups. Recognition of the possibility, if not the fact, that developments in China were independent of, and unrelated to, developments in India-the motherland and supposed source of all that is authoritative and Buddhistically good-would have created problems for any Chinese-and by extension Japanese-Buddhist tradition: it would have deprived them of "historical" sanction. But a recognition that what was important in China may not have been important in India, and vice versa, would also have rendered problematic the enormous labors of modern scholars who worked primarily on Chinese sources: they would have to ask some uncomfortable questions about the signi¤cance of the documents they were mining. It is here, I think, that sets of complicated, textured, and entangled interests regarding Chinese sources may have been most mischievous and most misleading in our attempts to understand the historical situation of the early MahOEyOEna in India. What appears to be a reluctance, or full failure, to consider even the possibility that what in India was marginal was in China mainstream has, moreover, not just affected our understanding of the early MahOEyOEna in India, but also has very likely obscured our understanding of Buddhism in India throughout what I would call the Middle Period, the period from the beginning of the Common Era to the ¤fth/sixth century.
It seems fairly certain that in China from the third century on the MahOEyOEna became not less but more and more mainstream. The MahOEyOEna in India, however, appears to have continued very much on the margins. Again, in striking contrast to its situation in China, the MahOEyOEna in India was-until the ¤fth century-institutionally and publicly all but invisible. Here, of course, I can only quickly summarize several large bodies of data.
Throughout the second, third, and fourth centuries there are in India scores of references in inscriptions to the mainstream monastic orders as recipients of [13] gifts of land and monasteries; endowments of money, slaves, and villages; and deposits of relics and images, but not a single reference to gifts or patronage extended to an explicitly named MahOEyOEna or MahOEyOEna group until the end of the ¤fth and beginning of the sixth centuries. 17 Though there are hundreds of inscriptions from the second to the ¤fth century that record the intentions, goals, and aspirations of a wide range of monastic and lay donors, there is not a single reference-with one partial exception-to what Louis de La Vallée Poussin has ¶agged as the goal that de¤nes, above all else, the MahOEyOEna: "The MahOEyOEna, by de¤nition is," he says, "the aspiration to the title of Buddha"; the early MahOEyOEna, he again says, was "distinguished from the Small Vehicle in this only, or in this above all, that it invited pious men to make the resolution to become Buddhas."
18 But apart from the single partial exception that proves the rule, this idea is nowhere found in any of the hundreds of donative inscriptions until the ¤fth century. The one exception-an isolated secondor third-century inscription from MathurOE-is itself, moreover, not fully MahOEyOEna, but only groping toward it. [There might now also be a second similar partial exception.]
19 Apart, again, from this single, isolated, and partial exception, it is clear that the [14] single most important and characteristically MahOEyOEna idea had no visible impact on Indian donors, whether monk-and a very large number of the donors were monks-or goldsmith or merchant or king until the ¤fth century.
Exactly the same pattern holds in regard to what we see in art historical sources and, again with one exception, so too does what Étienne Lamotte said a long time ago: "The school of GandhOEra [art] still expresses only H´nayOEnistic conceptions of the Buddhist pantheon. . . . The same has been said for MathurOE and would hold equally for AmarOEvat´ and NOEgOErjunakoö ¶a. One has not found any trace there of the great saviours of the MahOEyOEna, Avalokite §vara and Ma-ju §r´; they do not appear in the repertoire of these schools" until after the ¤fth century. 20 The one exception here is the same exception referred to above: the proto-MahOEyOEna inscription from second-or third-century MathurOE occurs on the base of what was once an image of AmitOEbha. Apart from it and although there have been attempts to identify a small number of other representations as MahOEyOEna ¤gures, there is not a single certain or incontestable representation anywhere in India of any of the characteristic MahOEyOEna Buddhas or Bodhisattvas until the ¤fth century, and-like references to the A·_asOEhasrikOE-they probably do not become really common until the POEla Period, although even then their numbers and signi¤cance may have been exaggerated. 21 What emerges from a study of the inscriptional and art historical sources has, ¤nally, been con¤rmed by the recent careful rereading of Fa-hsien by Professor André Bareau. Professor Bareau has noted that "with very rare exceptions, Fa-hsien noted in India almost no speci¤cally MahOEyOEnist elements"; that "if we are to accept his account, the personages to whom the devotions of Indian Buddhists were addressed at the beginning of the ¤fth [15] century were almost exclusively Buddhas known from the early canonical texts"; and that "throughout the account of Fahsien's travels Indian Buddhism at the beginning of the ¤fth century appears to us, therefore, as exclusively H´nayOEnist."
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The cumulative weight of the different evidences is heavy and makes it clear that regardless of what was occurring in China and although MahOEyOEna sètras were being written at the time, it is virtually impossible to characterize Indian Buddhism in the Middle Period-the period from the ¤rst to the ¤fth century-as in any meaningful sense MahOEyOEna. In India it appears more and more certain that the MahOEyOEna was not institutionally, culturally, or art historically signi¤cant until after the ¤fth century, and not until then did MahOEyOEna doctrine have any signi¤cant visible impact on the intentions of Buddhist donors.
We do not, of course, know for certain where the MahOEyOEna was in the meantime. We do know where it ¤rst became visible, and texts tell us where it might have been. Here too I can only summarize a large body of data. It is ironic-and perhaps signi¤cant-that what may have been one of the earliest inscriptional references to MahOEyOEna teachers (OEcOEryas) in India proper may have been intentionally erased. The inscription in question comes from the Salt Range in the Punjab and dates to the ¤fth or sixth century. It contains a version of the classical MahOEyOEna donative formula, which declares that the anticipated merit is "for the attainment of the unexcelled knowledge [i.e., Buddhahood] by all living beings" and records the donation of a monastery. The name of the intended recipients has been reconstructed as "the Mah´ §OEsaka Teachers," but this name has been written over an intentional erasure, and since the formula nowhere else occurs in association with a named mainstream monastic order but always with the MahOEyOEna, it is likely that the record originally read not Mah´ §OEsaka, but MahOEyOEna. 23 The two earliest certain references in India proper to the MahOEyOEna by name, however, though they both date to the same period-the late ¤fth/early sixth [16] century-come all the way from the other side of India. The ¤rst of these comes from Guöaighar in Bengal and records the donation of several parcels of land "to the Community of Monks who are followers of the MahOEyOEna and irreversible." 24 The second comes from JayarOEmpur in Orissa and records the gift of a village "to the MahOEyOEna Community of Monks."
25 Both these records also refer to Avalokite §vara by name and are among the very earliest inscriptions to do so. 26 There is yet another record from this same period, or perhaps slightly later, from Nepal that records an endowment presented to "the Community of Noble Nuns who practice the MahOEyOEna from the four directions."
27 And although it does not actually contain the name MahOEyOEna, there is still another record that probably comes from the ¤fth century from Devn´mor´ in Gujarat, near the border with Rajasthan; it appears to refer to the religious activities and donations of two MahOEyOEna monks. The monks are called êOEkyabhik·us, but it is virtually certain that êOEkyabhik·u is the title monks who used the MahOEyOEna donative formula preferred to use to describe themselves, and already at Guöaighar mahOEyOEnika quali¤es and occurs in compound with êOEkyabhik·u.
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Anyone with a knowledge of Indian geography will have already realized that all these places have one thing in common: they are, and more certainly [17] were then, on both the geographic and cultural periphery. More than that, all these sites were in areas that can probably be fairly characterized in the same way as Imam has characterized Bengal at that time: Bengal, he says, was then "a backwater and hopelessly provincial." 29 Most, if not all of these areas, were at the time in the process of being brought into productive economic use and colonized, had little or no previous politically organized presence, and almost certainly had little or no prior Buddhist history. They appear to have been very much on the "frontier." This, then, is one of two kinds of places in India in which the MahOEyOEna in the ¤fth/sixth century ¤rst and ¤nally emerged into public, institutional view-the cultural fringe. And, as if to prove the whole point here, it now turns out that what may be by far the earliest reference to the MahOEyOEna by name in an inscription in an Indian language occurs at the most extreme possible limits of any such fringe, at Endere, well on its way to China, and in a mixed "Indian" and Chinese context.
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But in addition to peripheral, "frontier" areas with little or no previous Buddhist history, the MahOEyOEna also begins to appear at another kind of site in the ¤fth/ sixth century. Sites of this second sort had, to be sure, a prior Buddhist history but appear to have fallen on hard times and in some cases may actually have been abandoned and only later reoccupied by the MahOEyOEna. What may be another of the earliest occurrences of the name MahOEyOEna in inscriptions is found, for example, at Ajaö_OE. The inscription in question may record the gift of an individual called both a êOEkyabhik·u and a follower of the MahOEyOEna, but there are, in any case, more than a dozen other records of gifts by êOEkyabhik·us at the site dating to the same period.
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Records of this sort are, however, associated with the late [18] "intrusive" images that have been seen as violating and disturbing earlier well-planned and organized decorative schemes, and the arbitrary, if not chaotic, placement of these images has been taken to indicate that order and control at the site were breaking down. It has been suggested that all of the references to êOEkyabhik·us seem to occur at the time when the site was rapidly declining or, perhaps, even after it had otherwise been abandoned. 32 Similar evidence for a late MahOEyOEna occupation or reoccupation after a period of what Deshpande calls "fairly long desertion" occurs in fact at a signi¤cant number of the Western caves. 33 Rosen¤eld too has noted the same pattern at SOErnOEth, and it seems to hold for Ku §inagar´ as well. At these two traditionally important sites the ¤rst occurrences of the MahOEyOEna ideal come-as they do in the Western caves-in the ¤fth/sixth century and occur in connection with the renovation of what were probably inactive and run-down, if not entirely derelict, Buddhist complexes. 34 It would appear, then, that when the MahOEyOEna ideal was ¤nally expressed in donative records and when the MahOEyOEna ¤nally emerged in India in the ¤fth/sixth century as a clearly identi¤able named group having its [19] own monasteries, this seems to have occurred either in peripheral, marginal areas with little or no previous Buddhist presence or at established Buddhist sites that were declining, if not already abandoned, and at which the old order had broken down. The decline of the old orders is in fact con¤rmed by yet another parallel: the appearance of the MahOEyOEna and êOEkyabhik·us in Indian inscriptions coincides all but exactly with the virtual disappearance of inscriptional references to the old monastic orders.
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Where the MahOEyOEna was before the ¤fth/sixth century-where, in other words, the individuals who composed what we call MahOEyOEna sètras were socially and institutionally located-can only be inferred from the sètra literature that has come down to us, and inference is not always a sure bet. But even the literature seems to suggest that the MahOEyOEna may have ¤rst emerged on the margins because that was where, in India, it had always been. The literature seems, in fact, to suggest two basic marginal locations for the early MahOEyOEna in India, and here once again I can only very crudely summarize a large body of rich data.
The rhetoric of the RatnOEval´ already suggests that the early MahOEyOEna in India was a small, isolated, embattled minority group struggling for recognition within larger dominant groups. The rhetoric of MahOEyOEna sètras-and there is a very great deal of it-strongly extends that impression. The A·_asOEhasrikOE, for example-and I must here limit myself to examples from it-explicitly admits the minority position of its version of the MahOEyOEna: "in this world of living beings," it says, "few are the bodhisattvas who have entered on this path of Perfect Wisdom"; "far greater numbers of bodhisattvas do turn away from unexcelled, correct and complete awakening." "There will be many, a great many bodhisattvas in the North," the A·_asOEhasrikOE says, "but there will be only a few among them who will listen to this deep Perfection of Wisdom, copy it, take it up, and preserve it." In the A·_asOEhasrikOE [20] êakra is made to say, "How can it be that those men of India . . . do not know that the Blessed One has taught that the cult of the Perfection of Wisdom is greatly pro¤table. . . . But they do not know this! They are not aware of this! They have no faith in it!" The text also sometimes makes more explicit who it is that it is struggling with: "Just here there will be deluded men, persons who have left the world for the well-taught Dharma-Vinaya, who will decide to defame, to reject, to oppose this deep Perfection of Wisdom." 36 The opponents of the Perfection of Wisdom are, then, monks who have entered "the well-taught Dharma-Vinaya," monks, presumably, of the established monastic orders, among which the MahOEyOEna apparently wants desperately to gain a foothold. This is perhaps most graphically expressed in the numerous passages in which MOEra tries to tempt individuals away from the Perfection of Wisdom; when he does so, he frequently comes "in the guise of a monk."
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To judge, then, by at least one strand that runs through early MahOEyOEna sètra literature, at least one strand of the early MahOEyOEna in India was institutionally located within the larger, dominant, established monastic orders as a marginal element struggling for recognition and acceptance. But another location-even more marginal-is suggested as well by another strand found in MahOEyOEna sètra literature.
Although until recently rarely recognized, there is a strong strand of radical asceticism in early MahOEyOEna sètra literature. This strand involves both the strident criticism of what are presented as the "abuses" associated with sedentary, permanently housed, and institutionalized monasticism and an equally vociferous espousal of the forest life. The most violent expression of the criticism of the "abuses" of sedentary monasticism is found, perhaps, in the ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE. The ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE-like the KOE §yapaparivarta, the RatnarOE §i-sètra, the MaitreyasiμhanOEda-sètra, and similar texts-is constantly critical [21] of monks who are "intent on acquisitions and honors," 38 but it also criticizes monks for owning cattle, horses, and slaves and monks who are "intent on ploughing and practices of trade"; have wives, sons, and daughters; and assert proprietary rights to monasteries and monastic goods. Signi¤cantly a number of these practices are also referred to in the mainstream Vinayas and regulations are there promulgated to deal with them, but most are never subject to any speci¤c criticism and many in fact are explicitly or implicitly condoned or even required. 39 The sort of criticism found in the ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE and such other texts is, however, almost always joined with calls to return to "the forest" and to radical [22] ascetic practices. It is clear that by the time of the ¤nal composition of the mainstream Vinayas the dhutaguöas or ascetic practices were-for the compilers-all but a dead letter, at best what Carrithers calls "emblematic." 40 It is, however, equally clear that some strands of early MahOEyOEna sètra literature were attempting to reinvent, revitalize, or resurrect these extreme ascetic practices. Such attempts are clearly visible in texts like the ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE, the MaitreyasiμhanOEda-sètra, the RatnarOE §i-sètra, and even in a text like the SamOEdhirOEja-sètra. Moreover, almost an entire chapter in the A·_asOEhasrikOE is taken up with what appears to have been a serious debate and dispute concerning the centrality of the dhutaguöas in the early MahOEyOEna, with the A·_asOEhasrikOE itself apparently trying to soften the current, if not established, position.
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But in addition to the revalorization of the dhutaguöas in some texts, there are in these same texts straightforward exhortations to return to the forest. Striking in this regard are again the ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE and the KOE §yapaparivarta. Both texts constantly refer to seeking physical separation or seclusion, to "delighting in living in the forest," to "living zealously in the forest uninterested in all worldly diversions," 42 to living alone "like a rhinoceros, never forsaking forest dwelling," "living in an empty place" or "in mountains and ravines," etc. 43 Both the ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE and the MaitreyasiμhanOEda-sètra say that all former Buddhas "abided in the domain of the forest" and exhort their hearers to imitate them; in fact both imply that it was through abiding in the forest that the Buddhas achieved enlightenment. 44 The SamOEdhirOEja-sètra-like the ROE·_rapOElaparip¨cchOE-returns to the old ideal of living alone "like a rhinoceros" and says there never was, nor will be, nor is now a Buddha who, when residing in a house, achieved enlightenment and adds, "one should dwell in the forest seeking seclusion." 45 The Ugraparip¨cchOE says, "a bodhisattva who has gone [23] forth, having understood that 'dwelling in the forest was ordered by the Buddha,' should live in the forest." 46 Such exhortations to live in the forest-though, again, until recently largely overlooked 47 -appear to be very common in a surprisingly large number of early MahOEyOEna sètras. Such exhortations are, for example, characteristic of most of the texts now found in the Ratnakè_a, and it has long been recognized that many of these texts are very early. For the moment, though, several points need to be noted here. First, this strong strand of radical asceticism may be yet another element in early MahOEyOEna literature that has not been clearly recognized, or given its due, precisely because it is so much at odds with Chinese understandings of the MahOEyOEna and so much opposed to the directions of the developments that early MahOEyOEna underwent in China. Second, if this radical asceticism and the exhortations to forest life found in the literature were actually implemented, then we might have found a second location for the early MahOEyOEna in India. If some early MahOEyOEna groups were marginalized, embattled segments still institutionally embedded in the dominant mainstream monastic orders, other MahOEyOEna groups may have been marginal in yet another way: they may have been small, isolated groups living in the forest at odds with, and not necessarily welcomed by, the mainstream monastic orders, having limited access to both patronage and established Buddhist monasteries and sacred sites.
48 Such a location would account too for the absence of inscriptional records of gifts and support for the MahOEyOEna at established Buddhist sites-the only kinds of sites known and so far studied-from the ¤rst to the ¤fth century and account too for the attempted rede¤nition of Buddhist sacred sites found in so many MahOEyOEna sètras. 49 [24] All of our evidence, then-the RatnOEval´, the absence of MahOEyOEna ideas and references to the MahOEyOEna in inscriptional records, the absence of clear MahOEyOEna elements in Buddhist art, the testimony of Fa-hsien, the location of the ¤rst identi¤able MahOEyOEna monasteries and the ¤rst explicit references to the MahOEyOEna as a distinct group, the rhetoric characteristic of embattled minority groups found in MahOEyOEna sètra literature, the strident criticism of some of the bureaucratic values and practices of institutionalized monasticism in these same texts, and their continuous exhortations to live and locate in the forest-all this would seem to suggest that however mainstream the early MahOEyOEna was in China, it was in India constituted of a number of differentially marginalized minority groups.
If these suggestions are even approximately correct, it would appear that we may have badly misunderstood the nature and character of the early MahOEyOEna in India; we may, as well, have completely overlooked the dominant form of Indian Buddhism in the Middle Period, may, ironically, have completely missed the mainstream and radically undervalued the religious and social signi¤cance of the established monasticism of what used to be called the H´nayOEna monastic orders. These orders, it is beginning to appear, may well have developed as very successful institutions, well suited-through a series of interlocking and mutual religious, economic, and social obligations-to the needs of their local communities.
50 Their success, in fact, may have created a situation where there was no felt need for what the MahOEyOEna thought it had to offer. The mainstream monk, in short, may have been completely misunderstood because in large part he has been too often viewed through the lens of MahOEyOEna polemic.
If, again, these suggestions are even approximately correct, we may, as well, have uncovered a major motive for the movement of the MahOEyOEna outside India. Established groups securely set in their social environment have little motive to move. It is the marginalized, those having little or limited access to economic resources, social prestige, and political power, that have strong incentives to leavethe unsuccessful. Such considerations may account for the migration of the MahOEyOEna; they may account as well for the migration of the TheravOEda: it may be that neither did very well at home. The ¤nal irony is that we might know most about those Buddhist groups that-from an Indian point of view-were the least signi¤cant and the least successful. That at least is a distinct possibility.
Notes
This paper has had already a rather long life. A ¤rst version was presented at a conference at Hsi Lai University in Los Angeles in 1993. Yet another version was presented as a public lecture at Otani University in Kyoto in 1997. I would here especially like to thank the authorities of Otani for their invitation, which allowed me to spend several weeks over a period of two years at their university, and very especially I would like to warmly thank Professor Nobuchiyo Odani, who made my stays productive, pleasant, and fun.criterion of authenticity or canonicity." He concludes that "the MahOEyOEna scholastic rejection of history . . . in favor of a doctrinal or philosophical principle . . . as the ultimate criterion of authenticity is far from being an instance of hermeneutical naiveté. It is, in fact, the result of considerable critical re ¶ection." To this I would only add that "the MahOEyOEna scholastic rejection of history" is perhaps, at least in part, a function of the MahOEyOEna's actual historical situation: it rejected "history" because it was not winning, and probably could not win, the historical argument.
17. For an approximate-but only that-idea of the number and sorts of inscriptions that record donations to the named mainstream monastic orders between the beginning of the Common Era and the ¤fth century 21. Fussman has-it seems to me-used exactly the right sort of language in recently summarizing the attempts to ¤nd MahOEyOEna elements, and particularly "Pure Land" elements, in the art of GandhOEra and MathurOE, for example. He ¤rst notes in regard to the reliefs in question "que la date de ces reliefs n'étant pas déterminable à trois siècles près (II e -V e )," and then says: "On a quelques raisons, mais pas contraignantes, d'attribuer à ce même culte [of AmitOEbha] une dizaine de panneaux sculptés qu'on peut considérer, sans scandale mais sans preuve, comme représentant la SukhOEvat´. C'est bien peu par rapport aux milliers de sculptures gandhariennes conservées. C'est bien peu par rapport aux centaines de statues de culte du buddha êOEkyamuni dit historique. . . . C'est dire combien le culte d'AmitOEbha est minoritaire au GandhOEra. Statistiquement, il n'y est pas mieux représenté qu'à MathurOE" ("La place des SukhOEvat´-vyèha," 550-551).
22. A. Bareau, "Étude du bouddhisme. 1. Aspects du bouddhisme indien décrits par
